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Responsive open learning environments (ROLEs) stellen Inhalte und Dienste so
zusammen, dass Widgets miteinander kommunizieren können. ROLEs ermöglichen es,
existierenden Lernmanagementsystemen ihr Lernangebote zu verbessern und dadurch
Teil des ROLE zu werden. Als technischen Machbarkeitsnachweis zeigen wir anhand
eines Sprachlernprototypen, der im Rahmen des europäischen Projekts ROLE
entwickelt wurde, zunächst, wie die Interoperabilität von Widgets erreicht werden kann,
und präsentieren dann, wie die Implementierung von Sprachlernwidgets in eine
laufende Lernumgebung an der Shanghai Jiao Tong University in China als
institutioneller Machbarkeitsnachweis für die Anwendbarkeit von und Zustimmung zu
ROLEs dient.
Responsive open learning environments (ROLEs) compile contents and services in such
a way that service widgets can communicate with each. ROLEs thus enable existing
learning management systems to enhance their learning offers which in turn become
part of the ROLE. As a technical proof of concept we – by means of a language learning
prototype developed as a technical proof of concept in the context of the European
project ROLE – first show how interoperability of widgets can be achieved and then
present how the implementation of language learning widgets into a running learning
environment at the Shanghai Jiao Tong University in China serves as an institutional
proof of concept for the applicability and acceptance of ROLEs.
1 Introduction
In this paper we introduce the notion of a responsive open learning environment
(ROLE). A ROLE is an individually configured learning environment consisting of
interoperable resources like tools (widgets) and content resources, among others. The
ROLE approach is an approach of radical individualisation of learning environments. Its
aim is to optimally support a lifelong learning process in all phases including phases of
formal, institutional learning and phases of individual, self-regulated learning.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we motivate and describe the notion of a
ROLE, and we introduce the ROLE project. In section 3, we give a technical proof of
concept showing how interoperable language learning widgets can be combined to form
a language learning application. Then, in section 4, we give an institutional proof of
concept showing how ROLE widgets can be implemented and used within an existing
learning environment, namely language learning courses held at Shanghai Jao Tong
University (SJTU). Finally, in section 5, we summarise the essentials of this paper.
The research leading to the results reported in this paper has received funding from the
European Community's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant
agreement no 231396 (ROLE project). The paper is based on a number of ROLE project
deliverables, namely D4.1 (Palmér et al. 2010), D5.1-2 (Mikroyannidis, Gillet 2009),

D5.3 (Renzel 2010), D6.1 (Nussbaumer, Fruhmann 2010), ID6.1 (Nussbaumer 2010),
ID6.3-4 (Chatterjee, Law 2010) and ID7.1 (Mödritscher, Wild 2010).
2 Responsive Open Learning Environments
Learning is a highly individual activity. Technology enhanced learning (TEL) aims to
provide tools to support the learner in her quest of mastering the learning process, e.g.
through intelligent tutoring systems, personalised learning resource provision or
advanced communication and social support features. Nevertheless, computer-based
learning environments do not support the various notions of TEL but, instead, focus on
just one or two within an often inflexible environment. New approaches aim to foster
and harness the multitude of learning environments by providing responsiveness and
flexibility. In this chapter we therefore introduce the notion of responsive open learning
environments in order to outline the shift in TEL from a provision-oriented perspective
to an individual learner-driven information and service ‘pull’.
In the past, many intelligent and adaptive educational systems have attempted to support
the learner and the teacher by providing meaningful, relevant and appropriate
educational content. Research and development in the area of intelligent and adaptive
educational systems has made significant progress and the evolution of such technology
proceeds continuously. So far, research on such systems focussed on the personalised
presentation of contents and adaptive navigation through the contents and not on other
components of learning environments like communication and social software
approaches. Recently, however, research realised that the learners’ preferences and
needs are of crucial importance to personalisation and adaptation of learning
environments (Harmelen, 2006). Hence, new approaches that aim to support the
personalisation of the entire learning environment, its components, tools, and
functionalities have slowly been emerging. The vision behind such approaches is the
learner-driven demand for informal and lifelong learning, i.e. allowing learners to
control what they learn, how they learn it, and with whom.
Consequently, learners need to be able to create their own computer-based learning
environment, e.g. by mashing up the services in their personal learning environment
(PLE), either on social network technologies or within collaboration and portal
platforms in an enterprise setting (Drachsler et al., 2009). This is of particular relevance
in the critical lifelong learning transition phases when inhomogeneous groups of
learners are treated in a one-size-fits-all way since there is no way to respond to their
individual strengths and weaknesses (Attwell et al., 2009). Even worse, in such
transition phases learners are typically required to become accustomed to working with
an entirely new PLE.
This is where responsive open learning environments (ROLEs) come into play: they
enable the individual learner as well as groups of learners to adapt the learning
environment to their very specific needs and, more importantly, enable the system to
adapt its functionalities and components to the concrete and individual demands
concerning learning environment and learning strategies (Kirschenmann et al., 2010).
ROLEs also allow learners (individually or in groups) to generate, i.e. to mash up, new

components and functionalities on the basis of existing web-based software tools, socalled web services.
An example will make the role of a ROLE clear: Mia studies English Language and
Literature at a German University. For her course on Creative Writing she needs to
work on a sonnet about a specific topic. She uses her computer to find the respective
information on the topic, poems in general and sonnets in particular, writes several
versions, hands one in and gets her grade. Instead of using only the university’s learning
environment, she complements her learning environment with additional services, e.g.
communication to tutors, better literature recommendation tools, discussion forums,
dictionaries, etc. Naturally, the university’s learning environment is part of Mia’s
personal learning environment. Because Mia is using her personal learning environment
quite often, it ‘knows’ about her, is able to react on her new demands, tailors itself to
Mia’s way of learning and guides her in her quest of mastering the learning process
itself, e.g. through self-reflection tools. It provides her with documents tailored to her
way of learning, suggests contacts for tutoring and discussion and helps her to
understand just how to improve her learning process.
This example clearly outlines that the architecture of ROLEs needs to ground on an
open source approach, which enables an integration of ROLE functionalities into a
personal learning environment independent from software systems and technologies.
ROLEs must be ‘open’ in this respect. Such a generic framework provides the learners
with adaptivity and personalisation in terms of content and navigation as well as
adaptivity and personalisation of the entire learning environment and its functionalities
(Wolpers et al., 2010). A ROLE responds to the learner’s activities, habits, needs and
preferences. Thus, learners are motivated and equipped with the ability to generate new
(adaptive) tools and functions according their personal needs, supported and guided
individually.
From a technical point of view, ROLEs should be build on a generic framework so that
there is no need to bring all learning tools and technologies into one infrastructure as it
is the approach of today’s service-oriented architectures or peer-to-peer-integration of
technologies. There is strong need for a flexible composition of technologies by the end
user in the sense of mashing up learning tools and technologies at the ‘clients’ side. The
best features of all virtual learning environments need to be combined into one, created
by the learner herself; ‘best’ here means best for an individual learner or a specified
group of learners.
The approach of responsive open learning environments is directly addressed within the
FP7 Integrated Project ROLE 1. The objective is to create a flexible, web-based, open
environment for the federation and mash up of learning services on a personal level.
The project aims to create an individual world for learning with personalisation
intelligence on the user’s side (learner and teacher). Personalisation intelligence in this
case concerns the adaptation of learning processes, the intelligent content selection and
sequencing, the personalised skills management and individual learning as well as
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focussed teaching. In comparison to a central and instructional driven approach ROLE
tries to create one that is more effective adaptivity- and personalisation-wise by using
the intelligence and user profiles of the learners and teachers in combination with
organisational requirements. ROLE uses technologies to federate and mash up services
and tools, e.g. LMSs, wikis, blogs, repositories etc., in an intelligent way. The project’s
goal is to enable the learner to easily construct and maintain her own personal learning
environment consisting of a mix of preferred learning tools, learning services, resources
and other related technologies that combine the best features of TEL-push and TELpull. In this way the level of self-control and responsibility of learners will be
strengthened, which is seen as a key motivation aspect and success factor of self-paced,
formally instructed as well as informal/social learning.
One of ROLE’s main aims is to provide learners with a choice of interoperable,
institution-independent learning tools. Furthermore, new tools will constantly emerge as
learners are able to recombine provided learning tools to form new ones. Another aspect
that is dealt with is the empowerment of the learner by transferring responsibility for the
choice and configuration of the learning environment from the teacher to the learner.
ROLE also tries to make the learning tools responsive to events in the context of the
learner including responsiveness to events in the learner’s social context, i.e. the
different tools and services used have to be interoperable. Finally, by freeing the
learner’s workplace from its strict binding to a prescribed learning setting and to a fixed
institution, the ROLE infrastructure is meant to empower the learner for true lifelong
learning across institutional boundaries. The integration of learning with other parts of
the learner’s social life is considerably facilitated, thus increasing motivation for and
effectiveness of learning.
In a nutshell, a ROLE is a compilation of services and contents used for learning by an
individual user. Furthermore, the services are accessible as widgets and are able to
communicate with each other, thereby overcoming the burden of an existence in
isolation as being found in today’s learning environments. Key services of a ROLE
include pedagogically-driven support services, e.g. widgets utilizing self-reflected
learning or competence and result-oriented portfolios. The services are accessible and
ready for integration out of the box, provided by widget stores that resemble today’s
application stores as we know them for mobile phones.
One more word on how to implement ROLEs in today’s existing learning
infrastructures: not necessarily does the notion of ROLEs impose a complete paradigm
shift; instead, ROLEs enable existing LMS installations to enhance their learning
(service) offers. Thereby, they automatically become part of the ROLE of the individual
learner. Vice versa it is also possible that LMS-provided services are captured as
widgets and provided through respective application stores to learners, either within the
respective organisational learning ecosystems or publicly available ones.
3 Interoperability: CALL Widgets
To show the potential of the ROLE project a first demonstrator was set up (Renzel et
al., 2010). A language learning scenario was chosen as a concrete use case as it allowed
ROLE’s widget approach to be tested. The prototype is based on a server-sided widget

engine integrating the widgets from different sources. An important issue that had to be
solved was widget interoperability and inter-widget communication. Several possible
components required for such an infrastructure were identified and tested. The solution
consisted of not hard-wiring the widgets to one another but to notify all widgets of all
events and leaving the reaction up to the widgets. This means that all widgets are
notified of all events that happen inside of a widget. Using this approach leads to a loose
coupling of the widgets and makes the development of new widgets independent of
other developers. Further, the widgets can be wrapped into containers for integrating
them into existing systems like LMSs. To generate recommendations and provide selfevaluation services the user behaviour is monitored based on the Contextualised
Attention Metadata (CAM) schema ((Wolpers, 2007) (Schmitz et al, to appear 2011)).
Having this information recommendations can be generated based on the user's own
previous behaviour or on the usage history of other users. Further, the evaluation of the
user behaviour enables students and teachers to monitor their own learning activities. A
detailed description of all technical aspects, implementation decisions and problems that
occurred is given by Renzel and colleagues (2010).
The scenario used for the demonstrator deals with Tim, who works in the sales
department of a book store and often goes to international fairs where he has to talk to
distributors, publishers and other business partners. He therefore wants to improve his
business English. His learning strategy consists of first reading texts in English and then
having a closer look at any words he might have had difficulties with. As Tim wants to
use the English news pages that he reads online everyday as his text sources, he decides
to integrate the language learning into his PLE. Hence, he selects three widgets that
support this task: a
, a
and a
. In the news texts that he reads in the , Tim can
mark any word he does not know and send it to the other two widgets: the
will display possible translations of the term and the
will store it for
later learning. The text a term was taken from is stored as a source within the trainer
widget so that Tim can always recall the context it was taken from.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the three widgets as they have been implemented for the
prototype. In the
users can read texts or work with other
media and mark any terms unknown to them to be send to the other widgets. The
offers four different tabs:
,
,
and
. The
tab works like a web browser by displaying a page for the given URL in
an iframe 2 allowing the user to select terms and contexts of terms at the bottom of the
widget. The source of such a term will be the URL of the page. In the second tab called
the user can add her own text taken from any online or offline resource (e.g.
web pages, emails, docs or pdfs). Again, the user can select terms and contexts. The
indication of a source is, in this case, optional. Within the third tab the user can access
different media such as videos or audio files. While watching or listening to the media,
the user can enter any term she hears in the field given and send it to the other two
widgets. For terms from media files the source will be the URL of the media and the
context will be defined as “media context”.
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Figure 1: three language learning widgets from the first ROLE demonstrator

The
widget translates terms or sentences either entered directly by the user
or those that are sent from the
.
Four web services have
3
been combined in the widget: (a) Wikipedia for definitions, (b) the Google Dictionary 4
for translations and pronunciations, (c) Google Translate 5 for translations of terms and
sentences and (d) dict.org 6 for translations, a thesaurus and definitions. The prototype
implementation only supports English-to-German, the language pool could, however, be
extended to all languages supported by the services listed above.
For the
a slightly modified Leitner system (Leitner, 1995) has been
implemented. The vocabulary training method works with five different boxes. A newly
added term will always be put into the first box. If the user knows the translation, the
term will be moved to the next box, if not, it will be moved to the previous one (or stay
in the first). The web services used to check translations are the same ones used in the
. The
has four functionalities represented by four tabs:
,
and
. The vocabulary lists can be managed by the user in the first
tab where an overview of the stored lists is given. Lists can be created or deleted and the
content of the different boxes can be looked at. Links to the sources of the terms are also
provided. The
tab allows users to manually insert a new term or sentence, the
context of that term, and its source. It will use the translator Web services to give
translation suggestions and as an addition a Flickr 7 connection is used to suggest
pictures matching the term(s). In combination with the
widget, the sent term item automatically appears in the
widget
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